СТОКХОЛМ
SKT01 – Тур на града, Музеят Васа и кралският дворец ( 4 ч. ) @ € 67
SKT02 – Круиз по каналите на Стокхолм (2 ч.) @ € 43
SKT03 – Дворецът Дротнингхолм и панорамна обиколка ( 3,5 ч. ) @ € 52
SKT05 – Един ден в столицата на Швеция (6ч. без обяд) @ € 87
SKT06 – Тур на Стокхолм и леден бар ( 3 ч. ) @ € 69
SKT07 – Музеят Васа и откритият музей Скансен (4ч.) @ € 63
ТАЛИН
TAL01 – Представяне на Талин и открит музей (6ч. с обяд) @ € 87
TAL02 – Талин – акценти (3.5 ч.) @ € 47
TAL03 – Изкуството и архитектурата на Талин (3.5 ч.) @ € 43
TAL04 – Готическите съкровища на Талин (3.5 ч.) @ € 43
САНКТ ПЕТЕРБУРГ
SPT01 – Тур на града, Петродворец и катедралата Св. Исак ( цял ден с обяд) @ € 125
SPT02 – Тур на града и Ермитаж (цял ден с обяд) @ € 116
SPT03 – Тур на града и крепостта Петър и Павел (3.5 ч.) @ € 50
SPT04 – Дворецът на Екатерина Велика (4 ч.) @ € 53
SPT05 – Дворецът Юсупов и круиз (3.5 ч.) @ € 60
SPT06 – Панорамен тур на града и шопинг (3.5 ч.) @ € 35
SPT07 – Круиз и крепостта Петър и Павел (3.5 ч.) @ € 50
SPT13 – Съкровищата на Санкт Петербург – Петродворец и Ермитаж (цял ден с обяд) @ €
115
КОПЕНХАГЕН
COP01T – Тур на града (4 ч.) @ € 62
COP02T – Кварталът Драгор и тур на града (4 ч.) @ € 59
COP03T – Дворецът Кристианборг и тур на града (3.5 ч.) @ € 65
COP04 – Един ден в Копенхаген (цял ден без обяд) @ € 90
COP11T – Тур на града и леден бар (4ч.) @ € 69
COP13T – Замъкът Розенборг, тур на града и шопинг (4ч.) @ € 58

STOCKHOLM (Sweden)
SKT01 - CITY TOUR, VASA MUSEUM AND ROYAL PALACE ( approximate 4 hours )
Leave the port for a fascinating sightseeing tour of Stockholm, known as the “Venice of the North”. We will take in
the National Museum, the Royal Theatre and the Grand Hotel. Enjoy a guided tour of the Vasa Museum, which
hosts the famous “Vasa” ship, a Swedish warship that was sunk in 1628. We will visit some of the rooms of the
Baroque-style Royal Palace and take a short walk through Stockholm’s historic centre. Proceed to Fjallgatan for
great views over the city centre.
Note : the visit to the Royal Palace can be changed / limited to some rooms in case of official visits on the day of
call even with no advice. This tour includes walking on cobblestone streets and there are steps in the Royal Palace
so it is not advised to Guests experiencing mobility problems or in a wheelchair.
SKT02 - CANAL CRUISE ( approximate 2 hours )
Water, parks and woodlands make up almost one third of Stockholm's surface area, and water plays an important
part in city life. Our cruise starts with a short walk to the pier where the canal cruise will start. Board a motor boat
and join us on a cruise along some of Stockholm’s waterways and canals, enjoying the serene beauty as you enjoy
the city from a new perspective, admiring the elegant architecture, parks and wide, tree-lined boulevards.
Note : limited seats. No guide service foreseen ; information will be given by an audio-system. This tour is not
advised to Guests in a wheelchair.
SKT03 - DROTTNINGHOLM PALACE & PANORAMIC OF STOCKHOLM ( 3,5 hours )
Our excursion starts in Fjällgatan from where you can enjoy beautiful views over Stockholm and the harbour.
Reach the old town for a guided walk along cobbled streets before heading to the bus and driving to Drottningholm
Palace. The XVI century Palace was destroyed by fire in 1661 and later rebuilt in a Baroque style. We will drive
back to Stockholm passing in front of the City Hall where the Nobel Prize ceremonies are held.
Note : the transfer to Drottningholm takes about 1 hour ; this tour includes walking on uneven ground so it is not
advised to Guests with mobility problems or in a wheelchair.
SKT05 - ONE DAY IN THE SWEDISH CAPITAL ( approximate 6 hours with no lunch)
Your excursion will begin with a visit to the City Hall, a magnificent fortress-like building that has become the
symbol of Stockholm ; it is here that the annual banquet takes place following the presentation of the Nobel Prize.
Walk through the opulent rooms and you are sure to be struck by the grandeur and enormity of the impressive Blue
and Golden Halls. Our day trip continues with a visit to some of the rooms in the Royal Palace, from where the
King of Sweden currently conducts his royal duties. An homage to the Baroque architectural style, the Royal Palace
is a huge compound of buildings set on a hill in the old town and boasts no fewer than 608 rooms. After sightseeing
we will walk around the old town before having time at leisure to shop or have lunch on your own. Our outing also
includes a visit to Vasa Museum built during the XVII century and which houses a Swedish warship which sank in
Stockholm's harbour on her maiden voyage in 1628. The vessel was discovered in 1956 and raised from the seabed
in 1961.
Note : the visit to the Royal Palace can be changed / limited to some rooms in case of official visits on the day of
call even with no advice. This tour includes walking on cobblestone streets and there are steps in the Royal Palace
so it is not advised to Guests experiencing mobility problems or in a wheelchair. Lunch is not included in the
excursion and is at the guests’ expenses.
SKT06 - COSY STOCKHOLM AND THE FABULOUS ICEBAR ( 3 hours )
“Gamla Stan”, Stockholm’s old quarter will be the starting point of our sightseeing tour where we will enjoy a
pleasant guided walk through the narrow cobble-stone streets and alleyways. These historic streets have preserved
their ancient air and one could also imaging being back in medieval times. Our guide will point out the main sites
and squares. Continue to the Nordic Sea Hotel, in the heart of the city, for a unique experience of drinking from a
frozen cup; we will visit the famous Icebar. Highly fashionable, the interior is made of glass and the temperature is
never raised above – 5°. The excursion will also include 30-minute sightseeing tour for an overview of this lovely
Swedish city.

Note : limited seats. The excursion is not recommended to children under 6 years old because the temperature
inside the Ice Bar is always kept below 0° This tour is not advised to Guests with mobility problems or in a
wheelchair as walking on uneven ground is foreseen.
SKT07 - VASA MUSEUM & SKANSEN OPEN AIR MUSEUM ( approximate 4 hours )
Enjoy a scenic drive to the old town; journey back hundreds of years as you visit the most charming island in
Stockholm, the old district of the city known as “Gamla Stan”. Enjoy a sightseeing tour through narrow, cobbled
streets and down winding alleys overlooked by soaring church spires and populated with boutique shops and homes
dating from the XVI century. Transfer to the Vasa Museum built during the XVII century and which houses a
Swedish warship that sank in Stockholm's harbour on her maiden voyage in 1628. The vessel was discovered in
1956 and raised from the seabed in 1961. Our excursion continues with a short visit around Skansen Open Air
Museum and Zoo, the world’s oldest open air museum. Built to depict Swedish life and with replicas of traditional
Swedish buildings, children will enjoy seeing the friendly, wild animals whilst you get a taste of traditional customs
and life in this country. Return to the port.
Note : this tour is not advised to Guests with mobility problems or in a wheelchair as long walking on uneven
ground is foreseen.
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TALLINN (Estonia)
TAL01 - TALLIN & OPEN AIR MUSEUM ( approximate 6 hours with lunch )
Join us on a fun day out of sightseeing by coach and foot. Begin with a walking tour around Tallinn old town.
Starting in the Upper town you can note the impressive Toompea Castle, presently the seat of the Parliament ; visit
the Russian Orthodox Church of Alexander Nevsky and the Gothic Dome Church. Enjoy magnificent views of the
Lower town with its gabled roofs. Descend to the Lower town where you will continue your tour passing by
highlights such as the Town hall, the XV century pharmacy, the Great Guild, the Blackheads Brotherhood House
and many homes of medieval merchants. After a typical Estonian lunch, enjoy free time for shopping in an

Estonian arts and crafts store. Continue to “Rocca al Mare”, the Open Air Museum for a scenic hike through the
forest and to see authentic examples of the local XVIII and XIX century rural architecture. Return to the ship.
Note : this tour is not advised to Guests with mobility problems or in a wheelchair as long walking on uneven
ground is foreseen. 1 drink of choice included in the lunch
TAL02 - TALLINN HIGHLIGHT ( approximate 3,5 hours )
Start with a drive through the cultural centre of Tallinn and then along the medieval city wall that encompasses the
Old Town. Walk up to the Nevsky Cathedral to admire the panorama of the Kiek in de Kök Tower, Neitsitorn
before walking downtown. Enjoy a free time shopping for souvenirs or relaxing in the Town Hall square. Then you
will board a bus and drive along the main thoroughfare to the central park of Kadriog. We will stop to take
photographs at the Song Festival Grounds and continue with a drive through a beautiful residential area to reach the
“Pirita Marina” which hosts splendid international regattas every year and was the site for the yachting Olympics.
External visit of St. Birgit’s Convent before heading back to the port.
Note : this tour includes a fairly long distance walk on cobblestone streets.
TAL03 - THE ART AND ARCHITECTURE OF TALLINN ( approximate 3,5 hours )
Leave the port and drive through the cultural centre of Tallinn. Proceed to the old town to admire the skyline of the
Cathedral Hill before walking up to the Palace Square to view the Toompea Castle, now home to the Estonian
Parliament, and visit Alexander Nevsky Cathedral, inaugurated in 1900 and filled with an array of superb religious
icons. You can enjoy a panoramic view of Tallinn Lower town from the viewing terrace. Back on the ground we
will board the coaches and drive to the exquisite Kadriog Park art museum for a short visit. Continue to the Song
Festival Grounds and on to the Olympic Pirita Marina where splendid international regattas are hosted each year.
On your way back to the port you will pass the famous Estonian mermaid monument, Russalka, and the summer
residence of Count Orlov.
Note : this tour includes a fairly long distance walk on cobblestone streets.
TAL04 - THE GOTHIC TREASURES OF TALLINN ( approximate 3,5 hours )
Our tour begins with a circuit around the old town where we will briefly view the medieval city wall. We will stop
at the Tall Hermann Tower for an external view of the imposing castle before setting off for a guided walk through
the winding streets of this old Hanseatic town, viewing the Transfiguration Church and numerous merchants'
houses. Adrmire the impressive Renaissance façade of the Blackheads Brotherhood House, the well-preserved
Gothic Guild House and the quaint Holy Ghost Church with the oldest street clock in Tallinn. Enter the XV century
Town Hall for a guided tour of this magnificent building. Walk through the Dominican convent to view St.
Catherine's passage and see the oldest pharmacy in Europe that has been in operation since 1422. Time to shop for
souvenirs. We will quickly see the Viru Gate in the city wall before boarding the bus back to the pier.
Note : this tour is not advised to Guests with mobility problems or in a wheelchair as long walking on uneven
ground is foreseen.
TAL05 - CYCLING IN ROCCA AL MARE MUSEUM ( about 3 hours )
A fun and relaxing way to visit this open air museum. Take a bike, wear a helmet and follow your guide around the
Open Air Museum which recreates village life in XIV and XVIII century rural Estonia. Continue cycling through
typical Estonian scenery of pine trees and along coastal areas. Time to shop after the bike tour before the bus
transfer to the port.
Note : limited seats ; the tour is run only with English escort. This tour includes about 2 hours biking so is not
recommended for guests with health problems.
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ST. PETERSBURG (Russia)
SPT01 - CITY TOUR, ST. ISAAC CATHEDRAL & PETRODVORETS ( full day with lunch)
After leaving the port we will set off for a fascinating sightseeing bus tour of this important Russian city. We will
take in the city’s key attractions before stopping to take photographs at the Church of our Saviour on Spilled Blood,
frequently called the “Spilled Blood” Cathedral. Our tour will take us along the famous Nevsky Prospective to St.
Isaac Cathedral which we will visit inside. Enjoy a lunch of typical Russian cuisine before heading to Petrodvorets
– also known as Peterhofs - and considered one of the loveliest of the tzars’ summer residences with its wide park,
a dazzling array of glittering fountains and manicured gardens. Time at a souvenir shop is scheduled.
Note : this tour is not advised to Guests experiencing mobility problems or in a wheelchair as long walking on
uneven ground is foreseen. The order of the visits can vary. The transfer to Petrodvorets takes about 1 hour.
SPT02 - CITY TOUR & HERMITAGE ( full day with lunch )
During this comprehensive tour of St. Petersburg you will see the University, the Decembrist's Square, the
Admiralty and cross the Holy Trinity Bridge to the Peter and Paul Fortress which we will spend time visiting. We
will drive past the Field of March and enjoy photo opportunities at the Church of our Saviour of Spilled Blood,
known as the “Spilled Blood” Cathedral. Leave the bus and enjoy free time to shop before continuing the tour to
the famous Nevsky Prospective and to a restaurant to enjoy a typical Russian lunch. The highlight of the excursion
will be a visit to the Hermitage, the world-class museum home to three million major works of art by renowned
Italian, Dutch and French artists.
Note : this tour is not advised to Guests experiencing mobility problems or in a wheelchair as long walking on
uneven ground and steps at the Museum are foreseen. The order of the visits can vary.
SPT03 - CITY TOUR & PETER AND PAUL FORTRESS ( approximate 3,5 hours )
A great all-round city tour. Our first stop will be St. Isaac’s Square where, on a clear day one can see as far as the
gilded dome of St. Isaac’s Cathedral, miles away. You will then visit the the Peter and Paul Fortress, located on a
small island in the Neva river delta. The fortress, better known as the Cathedral of the Saints Peter and Paul was
built between 1712 and 1733 and has been the burial church of the Romanov dynasty. We will return to the port via
Nevsky Prospective, the city’s main thoroughfare and have a photo opportunity at the “Spilled Blood” Cathedral.
Time is scheduled during the excursion for souvenir stop.
Note : this is always a morning tour and can be combined with one of following afternoon tours : SPT05, SPT06
and SPT07. In case of combination of morning and afternoon tours lunch onboard will have limited time. This tour
is advised to Guests on wheelchair.
SPT04 - CATHERINE’S PALACE IN PUSHKIN ( approximate 4 hours )
Catherine’s Palace is considered one of the masterpieces of world architecture. The stunning 300 metres long
baroque façade is adorned with a profusion of Atlantes sculptures, columns, pilasters and ornamental framings.
Enjoy plenty of time to visit the Palace and the famous Amber Room which was once considered to be the “eighth
wonder of the world”. Visit the park and ground before returning to the ship.
Note : this is always a morning tour and can be combined with one of following afternoon tours : SPT05, SPT06
and SPT07. In case of combination of morning and afternoon tours lunch onboard will have limited time. This tour

is not advised to Guests experiencing mobility problems or in a wheelchair as walking on uneven ground is
foreseen. The transfer to Catherine’s Palace takes about 1 hour.
SPT05 - YUSSUPOV PALACE AND CANAL CRUISE ( approximate 3,5 hours )
This excursion includes a visit to Yussupov Palace, built between the XVIII and the XIX centuries. You will
admire the wealth of the Empire which spans from Soviet Russia to the present day Republic. St. Petersburg is also
known as the “Venice of the North”, a title that will seem well-earned as you embark a scenic canal cruise admiring
the sumptuous houses and opulent villas that lie along the river banks.
Note : this is always an afternoon tour and can be combined with one of following morning tours : SPT03 and
SPT04. In case of combination of morning and afternoon tours lunch onboard will have limited time. This tour is
not advised to Guests experiencing mobility problems or in a wheelchair as walking on uneven ground and steps
are foreseen. Limited seats.
SPT06 - PANORAMIC CITY TOUR & SHOPPING ( approximate 3,5 hours )
A visit to St. Petersburg is always an unforgettable experience and this is the ideal excursion for all those wishing
to learn more about this amazing city and to see the sights in a short amount of time. We will stop for photos at the
main attractions including St. Isaac Square, the “Spilled Blood” Cathedral and the Peter and Paul Fortress. Time in
a souvenir shop is also scheduled.
Note : guided shopping is foreseen during this tour. This is always an afternoon tour and can be combined with one
of following morning excursions : SPT03 and SPT04. In case of combination of morning and afternoon tours lunch
onboard will have limited time.
SPT07 - CANAL CRUISE & PETER & PAUL FORTRESS ( approximate 3,5 hours )
Start your tour with a fascinating cruise along the canals of St. Petersburg to admire the historic houses and palaces
that lie like jewels along the river banks. We will continue our trip with a visit inside Peter and Paul Fortress,
located on a small island in the Neva river delta. Built between 1712 and 1733, the fortress Cathedral is the burial
church of the Romanov dynasty.
Note : this is always an afternoon tour and can be combined with one of following morning tours : SPT03 and
SPT04. In case of combination of morning and afternoon tours lunch onboard will have limited time. This tour is
not advised to Guests experiencing mobility problems or in a wheelchair as walking on uneven ground is foreseen.
SPT13 – ST. PETERSBURG’S GEMS: PETRODVORETS & HERMITAGE ( full day with lunch )
The tour begins with a drive west to Petrodvorets – also known as Peterhofs – which is the former summer home of
Peter the Great. Built in the early XVIII century by the Italian architect Bartolomeo Rastrelli, Petrodvorets is
considered to be the most dazzling of all the Russian tzars’ summer residence. After visiting the magnificent
Palace, we will follow our guide to the Lower Park where we will admire the beautiful fountains. Set in 300 acres
of parkland, the fountains are a key feature of these world-class gardens. After lunch, the day continues with more
superlative sights as we visit the famous Hermitage Museum, home to three million works of art by Italian, Dutch
and French artists. We will look around the grand reception rooms of the Russian royalty.
Note : this tour is not advised to Guests experiencing mobility problems or in a wheelchair as long walking on
uneven ground and steps at the Museum are foreseen. The order of the visits can vary.
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COPENHAGEN (Denmark)
COP01T or COP01D - CITY TOUR ( approximate 4 hours )
Leave the port and start an enjoyable tour of the Danish capital passing by the main places of interest. You will stop
at the Little Mermaid, the symbol of Copenhagen, to take some photographs before proceeding to the colourful
canal-side Nyhavn district, teeming with trendy cafés and restaurants. Then board the coach and drive past the
Amalienborg Palace, the Royal Family’s winter residence. Enjoy free time at Tivoli park and pass in front of the
Christiansborg Palace.
Note : the excursion will end at the port for transit Guests and at the airport for the debark Guests ; debark Guests
must have their flight home from 16.30 pm
Remarks : to book and prepay this tour before your cruise please use : COP01T if you are Guest in transit in
Copenhagen port or COP01D if you are a Guest debarking in Copenhagen port.
COP02T or COP02D - DRAGØR VILLAGE & COPENHAGEN SIGHTSEEING ( approximate 4 hours )

Our trip starts with a sightseeing tour of Copenhagen stopping at the Little Mermaid, the symbol of Copenhagen.
We will continue to the other sights of interest such as the Stock Exchange building and the vibrant canals-side
Nyhavn district. We will drive to Dragor (approx 30 minutes away) ; en route you will see the bridge that connects
Denmark to Sweden. At Dragor, you will visit what was once a fishing village and enjoy refreshments with
traditional Danish pastry
Note : the excursion will end at the port for transit guests and at the airport for the debark guests ; debark guests
must have their flight home from 16.30 pm. Long time walking on uneven ground ; this tour is not advised to Guests
experiencing mobility problems or in a wheelchair.
Remarks : to book and prepay this tour before your cruise please use : COP02T if you are guest in transit in
Copenhagen port or COP02D if you are a guest debarking in Copenhagen port.
COP03T or COP03D - CHRISTIANSBORG PALACE & COPENHAGEN SIGHTSEEING TOUR
(approximate 3,5 hours)
This excursion includes a visit to Christiansborg Palace which has been rebuilt three times over the centuries and
where you will enjoy a guided tour through the lavish reception rooms and halls. We will continue to Copenhagen
key sights including the Little Mermaid, Amaliensborg Castle, Holmens Church, Rosenborg Castle, the Old Stock
Exchange and Tivoli Park
Note : the excursion will end at the port for transit guests and at the airport for the debark guests ; debark guests
must have their flight home from 15.30 pm. Long time walking on uneven ground ; this tour is not advised to Guests
experiencing mobility problems or in a wheelchair.
Remarks : to book and prepay this tour before your cruise please use : COP03T if you are guest in transit in
Copenhagen port or COP03D if you are a guest debarking in Copenhagen port.
COP04 - ONE DAY IN COPENHAGEN ( full day without lunch )
Leave the port for an inclusive tour of the capital of Denmark passing by the main points of interest of this city.
After a photo stop at the Little Mermaid you will visit Christiansborg Castle to admire the decorated reception
rooms and halls. After you will proceed to Tivoli Park ; here you will have free time to wander around the park and
to have lunch ( non inclusive ) or do some shopping. You will also have the opportunity to enjoy this city from a
different perspective as you will cruise the canals of the city before returning to the ship.
Note : This excursion is foreseen only for guests in transit in Copenhagen port. This tour is not advised to Guests
experiencing mobility problems or in a wheelchair.
COP09D - CITY TOUR EXPRESS ( approximate 2,5 hours )
This short but informative city tour starts at the Little Mermaid where you will have a photo opportunity. Next you
will feel the vibrant canals-side Nyhavn district, home to the city’s fashionable cafés and restaurants. On to
Amalienborg Palace for an external view of the Royal Family’s winter residence. The excursion will end at the
airport.
Note : This excursion is foreseen only for all disembarking guests with early flight set at 14.00 pm. Excursion code
valid for disembarking guests only. The duration of the tour also include the transfer to the airport.
COP11T - CITY TOUR & THE “ICE BAR” ( approximate 4 hours )
Leave the port and start an enjoyable tour of the Danish capital passing by the main places; you will stop at the
Little Mermaid, the symbol of Copenhagen. You will continue to the canal-side Nyhavn quarter, home to the city’s
fashionable cafés and restaurants ; here you will have photo opportunity. On to Amalienborg Palace for an external
view of the Royal Family’s winter residence. This tour also includes a stop at the “Ice Bar”, to cheer with an iced
glass of vodka in this unique place.
Note : the excursion will end at the port for transit guests and at the airport for the debark guests ; debark guests
must have their flight home from 16.30 pm. Limited seats. The temperature inside the Ice Bar is always kept below
0° ; soft drink will be served to children though the tour is not advised to children under the age of 6. Debark
Guests cannot prepay this tour before the cruise.

COP13T or COP13D - ROSENBORG CASTLE, CITY DRIVE & SHOPPING ( approximate 4 hours)
Leave the vessel and reach Rosenborg Castle, surrounded by peaceful green city parkland. In the XVII century
King Christian IV designed and built Rosenborg Castle to be his summer palace. Your visit will include the
beautiful display rooms which highlight such marvellous treasures as the Royal Crown Jewels and “objects of art”.
Then our excursion will continue with a city drive to catch glimpses of the major sights such as the Parliament,
Christiansborg, the Naval Church and the Old Stock Exchange. Along the way you will also pass Amalienborg
Palace, the queen’s winter residence, where you will have a stop. Your next stop is then Stroget, Copenhagen’s
most famous and exciting street, a long pedestrian shopping street in the heart of the town. Before having free time
to shop around your guide will give you information about the place and time to pick up your bus back to the port.
Note : the excursion will end at the port for transit guests and at the airport for the debark guests ; debark guests
must have their flight home from 16.30 pm. This tour is not advised to Guests experiencing mobility problems or in
a wheelchair.
Remarks : to book and prepay this tour before your cruise please use : COP13T if you are guest in transit in
Copenhagen port or COP13D if you are a guest debarking in Copenhagen port.
COP15T or COP15D – CITY HARBOUR CRUISE (approximate 3 hours)
From the pier we will start with a short sightseeing tour through the city to see the main highlights. You will admire
Christiansborg Palace, the old Stock Exchange built by King Christian IV with the spectacular spire formed by 3
dagron tails on our way to Nyhavn area. The colourful and lively waterfront district was once the favourite haunt
for sailors. Today the canal district is lined with 400-year-old gabled houses, pavement café and bars. Then reach
for Amalienborg Palace for a short walking and for having information about the Palace. In Gammel Strand we will
board a boat for a trip through the fascinating canals of the city and take pictures of the city from the water side.
Sail through the canals of Christianshavn with its picturesque buildings and see the Black Diamond which houses
the Royal Library. Pass the old naval area and admire the Opera House.
Note : the excursion will end at the port for transit guests and at the airport for the debark guests ; debark guests
must have their flight home from 16.30 pm. This tour is not advised to Guests experiencing mobility problems or in
a wheelchair.
Remarks : to book and prepay this tour before your cruise please use : COP15T if you are guest in transit in
Copenhagen port or COP15D if you are a guest debarking in Copenhagen port.
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D
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T

COP09
D

COP11
T

COP13
T

COP13
D

COP15
T

COP15
D

Transit pax Christiansborg Castle & Cph
Sightseeing - ab 3 hrs

Debark pax Christiansborg Castle & Cph
Sightseeing - ab 3 hrs

Transit pax for One day in Copenhagen – ab
7 hrs without lunch

Debark pax for Copenhagen express – 2,5 hrs

Transit pax on City tour and Ice Bar – ab 4
hrs

Transit pax Rosenborg Castle, City Drive &
Shopping - ab 4 hrs

Debark pax Rosenborg Castle, City Drive &
Shopping - ab 4 hrs

Transit guests on City Harbour Cruise - 3
hours

Debark guests on City Harbour Cruise - 3
hours

YES
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YES

YES

Not
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e

YES
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.
C
h
2
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.
C
h
2
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.
C
h
2
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1
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.
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2
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.
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YES
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